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Mark Watson I have a old one penny coin with no markings on one side. Can any one tell me wht I do now?
Why not try collecting the others as well? Calvin Hold Daniel Oliver Hi Calvin, the Single Market 50p is one
of the older, larger 50p coins which are no longer in circulation. The chart above is for coins that are currently
in circulation. But yes, the Single Market 50p had a mintage of , Hi Rob, the athletics coin had a mintage of 2,,
All mintage figures can be found here: The Athletics coin with a mintage of 2,, was dated , as are all the other
London Olympics 50 pence coins. The one I am talking about was dated and produced in far lower numbers. It
was produced in association with Blue Peter, the TV program, as the design on that coin was the winning
design from a competition they ran. Terry McElligott Rob; I too asked this question a while back and received
the following information from Customer Services â€” The Special Blue Peter Edition 50p coin is not
included in the circulation mintage figures because it was not issued into circulation. The coin had an issue
limit of 50, coins but only 19, were sold. I trust that this information will be of interest to you. I hope this is
what you were looking for? Rob G Thanks Terry, this is exactly the information i was looking for! It is in fact
far rarer than i had thought! It seems obvious now that it would not be included in mintage figures, as it was
not issued into circulation, but it does seem odd that there is no mention of it anywhereâ€¦. Tom I have 2 Kew
Gardens 50p coins and a large collection of others. Building a nice set Johnny Lassman I have a silver 1 pence
coin. Couple of hours later he sends me a link to here Dang! I ask because I have one of each! E R hi, we have
just found a load of old BIG 50p and 10p coins â€” any suggestions as to what we do with them please? Garry
Williams I had no less than 8 of those till the ex wife stole them of off me. Christopher Benson The Royal
mint trial edition was the first bimetallic uk coin with a very low mintage primarily for vending machine
calibration. I can send pics. The coin was only issued in Scotland, with the rest of the Uk, having a coin to
celebrate the Tercentenary of the Bill of Rights. Tom Owens What do I do now? I have every one on the chart
plus more. And what do I do with the coins? The funs kinda gone now as there is no more to find so do I keep
them in hope they will be worth more in the future? Could this make it really rare? Could it be worth a lot??
Matthew What you likely have there is a forgery. Many are hitting ebay at the moment. There was one
introduced to celebrate the Trecentenary of the Bill of Rights. Scotland had their own specially minted
version,celebrating their Claim of Rights Bill. That coin,i believe to be even rarer or of similar mintage to the
Kew Gardens 50p. The coin was only made available in the small presentation packs, and was unique to
Scotland, never released in the rest of the UK. There is a strange, S-shaped raise just under the word queen. I
thought maybe it was a printing mistake, but I can find no record of such an error anywhere. I had forgotten all
about my Q as it was nearly a year ago, I have 4 such coins and had placed them in my glass cabinet and
forgot all about them, so when you replied I quickly went to check on them and found that three of them had
upside down writing on the edge. How much is it worth? How much is it worth. And also the missed spelt
Guinea.. Is that worth anything.? Dan Leyland I have got the the first world war. Is this worth anything?
Thanks for any info.. Andrew Kevin Hope What kind of two-pence is the middle one? Any help in identifying
the metal would be great! Upside down writing around the edge of the coin, 2. The word your country needs
you is not readable, 3. The dots around the inner part of the silver bit go out onto the gold part, 4. The o In the
you is out on to the gold and It should only be the u. Hope someone can help thanks. Ryan darren did you get
a reply ot his as I have one also Samuel Rogers This is what the Royal Mint say about edging enscriptions:
Sometimes the top of the edge inscription will be pointing towards the obverse of the coin and at other times it
will be pointing to the reverse of the coin. There is no right or wrong way. Depending how the blank falls into
the coin press determines the way in which the design is struck in relation to the edge inscription. With
ordinary circulation coins being struck at over coins per minute it is simply not possible to ensure that each
coin is struck with the edge inscription pointing in the same direction. Samuel Rogers They are meant to be
worth about 10 pounds but are currently selling for 3 to 5 pounds sara I have a miss pinted 50p is this worth
anything? Is this normal or am I rich lol Toni Hi I have some unusual error coins, could someone kindly help
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Early life[ edit ] Bowers was born in Honesdale, Pennsylvania , in Garratt, an attorney by profession, was a
hobbyist and researcher in many areas. Garratt gave him his first "rare" coin, a well worn Columbian half
dollar. During this time Bowers became interested in the written word. He received Raymond L. According to
Bowers, Ditmars, who was curator of reptiles at the New York Zoological Garden Bronx Zoo , had a way of
making just about anything sound fascinating. Rusbar, a local tax collector, had a collection of rocks and
minerals, and Bowers visited him. After a session with rocks and minerals, Rusbar asked Bowers if he
collected coins, to which he replied in the negative. Rusbar would give Bowers a couple of blue Whitman coin
folders and a few mintmarked Lincoln cents to get started. Seeking to gain more knowledge, Bowers
discovered the Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine, a monthly journal put out by brothers Lee and Cliff Hewitt
in Illinois. A local insurance agent, George P. Williams, would take Bowers under his wing. Bowers became a
vest-pocket dealer in , when he was not quite 15 years of age. He would buy coins locally from the public and
from other collectors and then sell them at the coin club and to collectors he met there. One of the risks
included the authenticity of a coin, while another point of tension was condition. As there were no published
standards, what one person called Gem Uncirculated could be what another might call About Uncirculated. He
was a finalist in the first National Merit Scholarship competition in , and he won further academic distinction
at Penn State University , graduating with honors in Ruddy â€” the first of several partners to figure in his
career â€” to form the Empire Coin Co. Bowers left the coin business to indulge one of his other great
passions: Bowers is the only person to have served as president of both the Professional Numismatists Guild
â€” and the American Numismatic Association â€” David Bowers Collection of Chinese coins was sold in
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Updated, Foundry Hoard reward tiers: Updated, From The Vault reward tiers: Additional photos and
descriptions on our website. Not shown, Forgotten Creatures Full Set! Additional product descriptions and
photos of our existing items can be found on our website. How to calculate add on items: Backers may
purchase as many additional coin sets as they wish by adding the appropriate amount to their pledge. Calculate
the correct amount to pledge by adding the price of the add on item s you would like, to the price of the reward
tier you have selected. Reward tier prices include domestic shipping, so as you will notice, Add On pricing for
the same item is a little less. The reverse, is shown below, a striking rendering of the Faun Queen, encircled in
ancient runes, featuring the year and metal weight. Fine Silver, Antiqued, Faun Queen Each will be minted as
a 39mm, 1oz Fine Silver coin that will be edge numbered, come in a capsule, inside a wax sealed RE bag with
a coordinating numbered, Certificate of Authenticity. Please check out our Instagram or website for more
photos. Possibilities include, Gnoll, Wraith, perhaps an Oceanscape or Manticore may find their way! Once
unlocked each backer at the Full Set level will be upgraded to 15 Griffin Coins! And while we are intimately
familiar with the process, due to confidentiality agreements with our manufacturer we can only disclose so
much of that process. As a private mint the oldest in North America! The basic manufacturing process starts in
two different places: Both are made in house. The coin blanks are punched from metal strip, on site at
Osborne. The coin is struck only once using both dies. The creatures, people and lore depicted on our coins
exist in a world plagued by an ancient magical corruption that is slowly breaking free of its primordial cage.
Ages ago a pair of fearless sovereigns sacrificed themselves to lock away this great corruption found deep
beneath the forest. Over the millennia their power has begun to wane and a foulness seeps up from the very
earth, mutating everything in its path. Few remain who know the secrets of the Foundry and the whispers of
dark times to come. The guardians of the Foundry can no longer hold back the force that is corrupting the very
fabric of our world, polluting minds and devastating the lands. We hope you enjoy the tales we weave and the
art we create. But we also hope to tell a compelling story. We guarantee our coins are the highest quality,
minted using the same standards as United States currency, with pure materials and timeless craftsmanship.
The quality of the coins are impeccable, communication as to what I was getting and the status of the project
was solid, the speed of shipment from the end of the project was simply the best I have experienced in any
kickstarter project. A model for other projects for sure. The details on each coin and the feel of each one is
undeniably high quality. We use these coins with great honor with all our fantasy games now and forevermore.
You will not be upset with your purchase of these fantastic pieces of art. The detail is superb! That sound you
hear is me kicking myself for not getting the entire set! The Smoke Denom is spectacular, and a lovely thing
to behold. Count me in for backing any and all future campaigns you offer! They are truly amazing! Will
definitely continue to support you guys as long as you continue to put this much skill and passion into gaming
coins. Any chance you have considered Sci-Fi themed coins for a future Kickstarter? That would please me
and my gaming group immensely!! I will definitely be purchasing more in the future. It has to be one of the
most beautiful pieces in my precious metals collection. No need for any extras to gain my loyalty, you have a
fan for life, and I will back all of the projects you care to launch. Thanks for this project, it has been nothing
but enjoyable from beginning to end. Miya is a 10 year veteran of the coin industry. With your support, they
will be producing their 4th, Forgotten Creatures! Osborne Coinage has been producing high quality coins
since , that legacy coupled with the RE Minions drive and passion to create dynamic gaming supplements
helped them fulfill the first 2 Kickstarters within 8 weeks of funding. Fulfillment is estimated at 12 weeks for
this campaign, but domestic backers should receive packages even sooner! Questions about this project? Your
support is greatly appreciated.
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Conclusion The Tools of the Trade The first steps in coin hunting are finding coins to search through,
identifying what to look for and developing an effective plan. You also need a few items to assist with your
efforts. Have a consistent work space free from clutter and distraction. Good lighting is essential. Most
numismatists prefer to use an incandescent lamp with about a watt bulb. Florescent and natural light often hide
imperfections, including minute scratches known as hairlines some experts note that LED lighting spots
hairlining. Hairlines on coins are usually caused by friction during circulation or by improper cleaning.
Numismatists know that cleaning coins is generally a bad idea and selling problematic coins is difficult.
Another important tool is a loupe or magnifying glass. There are numerous loupes available, so research is
necessary to find the ideal magnification for your purposes. Most numismatists use a 7X loupe for grading but
will use a glass with a higher power 10X X to search for minute die variations. Anything higher than 14X will
have you practically looking through the coin. Proper numismatic reference books are key. The Error Coin
Encyclopedia focuses on all types of possible mistakes that can occur during the coin minting process. There
are numerous reference books about specific series of U. As experienced numismatists can attest, the
knowledge gained from even one book purchase may save more money down the road. There are many ways
to acquire coins. One is the change in your own pocket or purse. Most banks and credit unions deal with vast
amounts of coinage but may not have the time to look through it, so purchasing change in bulk from these
places is a good option. Many numismatists order boxes of rolled coins through their bank, but some banks
may charge a nominal fee for this service. Coins found at the end of a roll should be examined for damage
resulting from automated coin roll crimping machines, which leave large circular scratches. To the untrained
eye these scratches may appear to be a mint error. Damage like this can reduce a collectible coin to its face
value, whereas a genuine error coin can be worth many times more. View examples of error coins here.
Knowledgeable numismatists can make money coin roll hunting. A bank cannot charge you more for a coin
than its face value, so the more valuable coins that you keep from the rolls will only cost you face value. Coins
that are not collectible can be returned to the bank, where you will receive face value for them with no loss.
Some banks allow their customers to turn in loose change, but some require coins to be rolled. If this is the
case you may want to ask the bank for empty paper rolls before beginning your search. If you are returning
less commonly used denominations like half dollars, consider returning them to a different branch. If you
return them to the same branch that ordered them for you, they may be less enthusiastic about helping you
next time. Many communities have coin clubs that host smaller shows in their area made up primarily of local
dealers. This is good for a beginning collector, as going to a large coin show can be overwhelming. Dealers
may overlook a valuable piece from time to time, and while most dealers are quite knowledgeable, no one can
know everything. This is important to remember if you hope to eventually make a profit. You will develop a
feel for this as you walk the bourse the floor of a coin show. If you get a negative vibe from a dealer, move on
to the next one. There are many friendly numismatists who enjoy helping young or new collectors. What
Should I Look For? Many times a key date coin also involves a mintmark. For example, a Washington quarter
from would be a tremendous find in your changeâ€”worth a few dollars. On occasion, you will find coins that
are older. It is possible to find coins made within the last few years that sell for hefty prices, as well as coins
from Ancient Rome that can be purchased for only a couple of dollars. The Romans made many millions of
coins, and hoards of them are frequently discovered. Many coins become damaged while in circulation. Some
have been drilled or banged to transform the coin into a piece of jewelry. Hang on to any odd-looking coins
for further research when you have the time. The Start of an Epic Numismatic Journey A lifelong coin
collector often begins with something as simple as deciding to keep coins from a vacation in another country
or as a special occasion gift from a relative. Many people find something unusual in their change, and think
they may have a real treasure. For most, the item does not lead to the road to riches; but for others, it is the
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first step of their journey in numismatics. While most of these coins are likely to be damaged coins rather than
genuine errors, this is a natural part of the learning curve in numismatics. Another key to success is reading
and doing research in order to recognize opportunities when they appear. Anyone who has ever prospected for
gems and minerals, used a metal detector in a field or at the beachâ€”even those who frequent garage and
estate salesâ€”can attest to the excitement and thrill of the hunt. These alloy errors can sometimes give older
cents a wood-grain appearance. Sometimes dies break apart and form small cracks that look similar to
lightning bolts on coins. Errors known as cuds occur when parts of the die break apart near the outer edges,
creating a blobbed appearance on a coin. Die Variety Is the Spice of Life! Perhaps the most famous die variety
is the doubled die obverse DDO Lincoln cent. The chance of finding one in your change is slim, but there are
many other varieties in circulation. Understanding the modern coin minting process is a vital step to
successfully identifying error and variety E-V coins. Strike It Rich is a great book for beginning die variety
collectors who want to focus on current circulating US coins. The Error Coin Encyclopedia is a great resource
to aid your study of coin production mishaps. Some problematic dies go unnoticed by Mint employees and
strike numerous specimens. In other instances, the Mint will quickly catch and fix or remove the dies, and
sometimes these dies only strike a few coins that get releasedâ€”creating a new die variety and kicking off a
nationwide coin hunting frenzy! Demand is another factor. There are thousands of different die varieties, but
many are not significant enough to grab much attentionâ€”let alone fetch a high price. Lesser-known die
varieties that appeal to collecting specialists may not be a top priority to dealers who are concerned with the
profitability of their inventory overall. This is recommended reading for the aspiring numismatic treasure
hunter. Most of the following images include pictures of die varieties you may find in your change today.
Trustworthy Sources of Information Our technological growth is occurring at an alarmingly fast rate, and it
effects everything in our worldâ€”including coin collecting. Just as you would keep your guard up when it
comes to anything online, treat your numismatic sources in much the same way. There is a wealth of
information available, but it is not all good. Always consider the trustworthiness of your sources. This can
save you time, money and aggravation. The websites of publications like Coin World or Numismatic News
also provide a wealth of information, and a subscription to either one or both of these magazines will keep you
up to date with the current trends in the hobby. Membership in CONECA also includes a subscription to their
bi-monthly magazine, ErrorScope, which contains great photos and articles about recent happenings in errors
and varieties. Prominent coin grading companies have key numismatic information available online, including
data about certain coins. The following list contains some of the best websites available to numismatists. Use
these websites in conjunction with the recommended books listed below. Reading only a couple of books or
relying only on internet sources will not provide sufficient knowledge to do well as a coin treasure hunter.
And while there are other helpful, educational numismatic websites to assist you, the sites listed here will start
you out in the right direction. How coins are made. These are prices resulting from recent auctions and are
often the most accurate representations of current coin values because they reflect the prices people actually
paid for certain items. For more information regarding reputable dealers and local coin clubs, use www. Some
of the books mentioned throughout this work are listed here for your convenience. Yeoman; Ken Bressett,
Senior Editor. The Sad Reality of Price Guides Keep in mind that a price guide is only thatâ€”a guide to help
navigate your way through the challenging process of arriving at realistic coin prices. The figures in a price
guide like the Red Book are retail prices. A dealer cannot pay full retail price; they pay wholesale prices to
earn some profit. Dealers also have business expenses overhead , such as traveling to shows and table fees.
The guy at your local flea market may have some great deals, but can you be certain of his knowledge?
Chances are that he is not obliged to follow a code of ethics like an ANA member. Dealing with reputable
dealers may cost a little more but will pay off in the long run. It is important to know relative rarity, collector
demand and basic pricing. Checking auction records is a fantastic way to help establish fair market valuations
for collectible coins. Use this information in conjunction with retail price guides. By doing this, you can
become savvy enough to know when a coin is priced too high and should be avoided or priced too low and
should be picked up immediately. This is another form of coin treasure hunting that can take years of
dedication to reach. Conclusion This resource provides information to anyone embarking on a numismatic
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Chapter 5 : BOWERS DONATES ADVENTURES WITH RARE COINS COVER PASTEUPS
By Q. David Bowers. In my Adventures with Rare Coins book was published. I recounted some of my favorite coins and
stories. I don't recall the print run, but it caused a sensation at the time and landed compliments and rewards.

See Payment Details Wire Transfer 1. This is an online and mail-bid sale. Absentee bids will be accepted by
mail, fax, email and phone until the day before the first session of the live online sale. On the day of the live
online sale, only bids placed via the live online platform will be accepted: All lots will be sold to the highest
bidder. All bids whether placed online or by mail, fax, email or phone will be treated as limits and lots will be
purchased below these limits where competition permits. Lots will be sold on the date of the online sale.
Unless exempt by law, the buyer will be required to pay 7. Purchasers may also be liable for compensating use
taxes in other states, which are solely the responsibility of the purchaser. Foreign bidders may be required to
pay duties, fees or taxes in their respective countries, which are also the responsibility of the bidders. This is
not an approval sale. Any claims for adjustment by bidders must be made within three days after receipt of lots
purchased. No lots may be returned without our written permission. By submitting bids you agree to the
Terms of Sale. Registration of unknown bidders on the live online platform will constitute approval only when
the bidders provides an acceptable credit card number with registration. This is a reserve auction. The
estimates of value are intended solely as a guide. Starting prices for this sale are at approximately two-thirds of
estimate, though this may vary. There is no additional charge or commission for executing your bids. We
reserve the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale for any reason. This sale is conducted in U. Payment may be
made by check, money order, credit card, PayPal or wire transfer. All checks must be in U. Our bank account
details will be provided on request for wire transfers, and any bank charges must be paid by the sender. Lots to
be mailed to addresses not in the United States or its Territories will be sent only at the risk of the purchaser.
When possible, postal insurance will be obtained. Title of all items sold is warranted by the auction firm as
clear and firm attests to the right to convey title; title remains with the firm until paid for in full. Payment must
be made immediately upon notification or upon receipt of material. The discretionary right to withhold
delivery of lots until full payment has been received is reserved. All lots are as described. We acknowledge the
possibility of errors or typographical mistakes, and any errors on our part will be cheerfully corrected. We
cannot be responsible for your errors; please check your bid sheet carefully.
Chapter 6 : New-Old Book added to the collection - Adventures with Rare Coins | Coin Talk
Aardvark Rare Books operates from a group of barns totalling 5,sq in North Herefordshire. Over 50, titles stocked
including many rare art books and other interesting titles in history, theology, biography and many other subjects.
Members of the UK Booksellers Association, we accept book tokens.

Chapter 7 : Adventures with Rare Coins by Q. David Bowers (, Hardcover) | eBay
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 8 : Find Collectible Coins In Spare Change | Treasures In Your Pocket
I am a regular at a local Half Price Books. I am generally shopping scifi but always check the coin book section. Almost
never see anything but always.

Chapter 9 : Forgotten Creatures, Fantasy Gaming Currency & Coins by Rare Elements Foundry â€” Kickst
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window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.
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